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Cost Benefit Analyses (CBA)
&
The DCED Standard for Results Measurement
This document aims to clarify what the CBA tool and
DCED framework for RM have in common, what the
differences are and how programs benefit from both
the CBA tool and DCED RM framework to improve
program design and performance.
This document is written for SDC program managers
and managers from implementing organizations. For
those wishing to read more on the CBA tool or the
DCED framework reference is made to other
publications.
8th August 2019
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CBA

DCED

In the remainder of this document we simply use
the abbreviations CBA and DCED when referring to
SDC’s ex-ante financial and economic evaluation
tool, including cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness
analyses, and when referring to the results
measurement framework of the DCED Standard for
Results Measurement.
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CBA and DCED reinforce each other
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What do both CBA and DCED aim to achieve?
They are both instrumental for results-based management aiming to
improve the effectiveness of programs by linking results with resources.
Both CBA and DCED strive to maintain a pragmatic approach, and aim to
be ‘doable’ (with limited efforts).
Both CBA and DCED focus on usage: for planning, for management, for
learning and for reporting.
Both CBA and DCED enable practitioners to ‘deal with uncertainties’ by
collecting facts, specifying assumptions and making informed decisions.
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What are CBAs, and why are they done?
It’s a systematic process for calculating and comparing benefits and costs of
investments over time. A CBA can be done from the perspective of a
program’s individual beneficiary or program partner (a financial CBA) , as
well as for the society as a whole (an economic CBA). A consolidated
cash/value flow table is created showing the investments, the recurrent costs
per year and the benefits per year. Subtracting costs from benefits creates
net benefits per year.
With this, the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) can be calculated that indicates
how much interest is obtained for every dollar invested. Or, the Net Present
Value (NPV) can be calculated after first defining the discount rate (the
opportunity costs of the money): how much is being generated; to repay the
capital, to pay for the interest and still remain with an ‘additional gain’.
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Click here for a short video on CBAs

IRRs and NPVs are
calculated and used to
analyze sensitivity (”what
if cost go up or benefits go
down?”) and to compare
options. This creates
insight into feasibility,
choices and risks.
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When are CBAs done?

Who does the CBAs?

In theory, whenever they are needed to make
decisions on what to do (differently): planning,
management and evaluation. In practice, at SDC level
limited to ex-ante (at program design stage and part
of the credit proposal) and ex-post (as an evaluation
tool). Ideally, they are done during implementation
for program steering.

In practice these are led by external experts, but ideally in a
participatory way: to provide information from the program
to the exercise and to ensure that decision makers will use
the information deriving from the CBAs. This should enable
and motivate programs to undertake these CBAs in the future
by themselves.

What are the key challenges?
The availability of reliable data on costs and benefits and
appropriately detailed intervention logics linking resources to
benefits. Without these, external CBA experts either need to
collect the data and develop intervention models, with a risk of not
collecting the correct data, making up intervention logics on the
spot, or making too many assumptions.
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What is the DCED Standard for Results Measurement?
It’s a framework that helps programs to plan, monitor and report results.
It basically informs programs how to manage for results: conduct market
analyses, define strategies, develop causal models, define indicators,
obtain baselines, monitor and assess impact (dealing with attribution) for
interventions, aggregate results and costs, and use the information for
learning (what works and what doesn’t?) and making decisions (adjusting
interventions and strategies).
Programs with DCED compliant results measurement systems should
thus be able to provide reliable data and appropriately detailed and logic
theories of change, with specified assumptions, making the CBA an easy
and valuable exercise.
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Click here for a short video about the DCED Standard

The DCED Standard for Results
Measurement is mainly (but not
only) used by Market Systems
Development (MSD) and Vocational
Skills Development (VSD) programs.
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What value does CBA add to DCED compliant programs?
Financial CBAs for individual actors.
MSD and VSD programs aim to create innovative
sustainable business models, often between a private
sector actor and target beneficiaries. The viability and
sustainability of the model depends to a large extent
on the financial incentives for each of the actors in
the business model. Financial CBAs help to sharpen
the assessment: not only to calculate ‘profitability or
returns’ for each actor, but to assess the alternatives
that the actors have, given the cost of money.

It’s a tool that assumes that decisions are taken by
actors (in other words by people) in an analytical and
rational way, focusing on financial gains only. Many
decisions are however also taken for other reasons
such as strategic positioning within the market.
Assessing viability of business models need to take
those (non-quantifiable) incentives into consideration
too. SDC underlines that financial CBAs are never the
only assessment tools to assess viability and are not the
only decision-making criteria.
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What value does CBA add to DCED compliant programs?
Economic CBAs for interventions, markets,
components and programs.
MSD programs often implement several interventions
to achieve changes in one intervention area or
market. Economic CBAs will enable comparisons
between interventions and between markets in
terms of effectiveness, which is crucial information
for decision-makers: maximizing impact with minimal
resources.

NPVs and IRRs for interventions and markets highlight
only effectiveness (for a relative short timespan).
Other dimensions are equally important, such as the
depth of change, the importance of unlocking
constraints, the degree of inclusiveness and many
other dimensions that need to be considered.

Economic CBAs help to assess effectiveness of the programs for learning; to improve and to inform policy dialogue.
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Economic CBAs at
intervention level

Economic CBAs at market
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Sustainable Business Model
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Public
Sector Actor

Target
Beneficiaries
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DCED
Assessing the likelihood of
sustainability

The
intervention(s)

Assessing and reporting
intervention costs and
results

Program and markets with
several interventions

Aggregating costs and
results
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At the Program idea and Entry Proposal stage
a ‘back of the envelope’ type of economic
CBA for the program should give insight into
rational and ambitions of the program.
Naturally, especially for MSD programs, many
intervention details can’t be known at this
stage. Assumptions are thus made that then
feed into the more detailed CBA at the
Tender, Inception and Credit proposal phases.
More detailed economic CBAs for intervention areas, markets and components
are done after the market assessments and strategy formulation have taken
place; usually at the end of the Inception phase and part of the Credit proposal
and Project document. These CBAs will be in-line and be based upon the
projections for intervention areas, markets and components that DCED compliant
programs (should) develop at the end of the inception phase.
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The ex-ante financial CBAs for individual actors and
ex-ante economic CBAs for interventions are part
of the intervention design. They help to assess the
viability of the proposed interventions and business
models in terms of assessing the costs and benefits
for the individual actors and for the program.

The ex-post financial CBAs for individual actors and economic
CBAs for interventions are part of intervention monitoring
and learning and best incorporated in the semi-annual review
system for interventions.
The ex-post economic CBAs for intervention areas, markets
and components are best incorporated in the annual internal
reviews and (external) mid term reviews.
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Attribution (1)

Total change

Attributable change
Impact

Determining the counterfactual is not easy, but needs
to be done in order to assess the benefits of the
interventions, intervention areas, markets and the
program. This often implies assessing Difference-inDifference methods rather than simple Before and
After Comparisons. Click here for more information
on attribution methods.

Counter
factual

Before

After

Time

For ex-ante CBAs conservative projections with realistic assumptions need to be made.
For ex-post CBAs the program’s (DCED compliant) results measurement system should have ensured that
attributable benefits have been assessed for single interventions that are aggregated for intervention areas,
markets and components.
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Attribution (2)
Time dimension. Although successful interventions are
sustainable and bring benefits ’for eternity’, the question is
how long those benefits are attributable to the program?
The longer the attribution period, the higher the benefits,
and the more positive the NPV and IRR (even if future
benefits are discounted with the opportunity cost of money
via the discount rate).
Programs that use DCED compliant results measurement
systems usually fix the cut-off point for interventions at 2 or
3 business cycles, following the overall underlying
assumption that programs only speed up changes that would
have happened anyway. The programs’ attribution systems
provide aggregated annual and cumulative results for all
interventions, per market and for the program.

Intervention 2

Intervention 1

Start of
intervention
activities

Counting benefits for 2 or 3 cycles

Counting benefits for 2 or 3 cycles

Market
trigger
realized

FREEZE

Time
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Implementation Challenges (1)
Using the information from the CBAs for program management.
Financial and economic CBAs should be done during the development,
management and reviews of interventions. This implies that programs should
have the drive and skills to undertake them. Few programs however do CBAs.
MSD and VSD programs that use an appropriate (DCED compliant) results
measurement system with sufficient human resources (skills, attitude),
should be able to undertake financial CBAs, and with a bit of support, also
economic CBAs.
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Implementation Challenges (2)
Using the information from the CBAs for program
steering.
Economic CBAs can assist SDC managers to steer
the program: using the ex-ante economic CBAs for
selecting markets and intervention areas, and
using the ex-post economic CBAs for reviewing
intervention areas and markets.
CBAs help to make decisions, they are however
not the only decision making criteria. For example,
a program may achieve an important systemic
change in one intervention area but quantifying all
benefits maybe impossible, hence leading to a
negative NPV, which is of course fully acceptable.

What

Why

Reviewing the
portfolio of
sectors and
interventions

Be involved at crucial
events, refrain from
interfering at
operational levels

How
•

•
•

Discuss the periodic sector strategy reviews and
assess the effectiveness of these reviews, do not
repeat the portfolio review itself.
Discuss and approve changes in the portfolio of
sectors and sector strategies, not the interventions.
Ensure that the implications of these changes are
presented (projections and resources).

Monitoring and Measuring Results in Private Sector Development, Good practices for SDC program
managers, June 2016, revised July 2018 and February 2019
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CBA and DCED reinforce each other
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Visit these sites and documents for much more and more detailed information:
SDC
How-to-Note, Financial and Economic Analysis of Projects with a focus on Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) and Cost
Effectiveness Analysis (CEA)
SDC internal: see field handbook, 5.1. working aids
SDC PCM e Learning: Module 6
DCED
Measuring results & the DCED Standard
Seek more information or assistance:
SDC Quality Assurance
SDC Inclusive Economic Development:

Pradeep Itty
Peter Beez
Andrea Inglin
Selina Haeny

pradeep.itty@eda.admin.ch
peter.beez@eda.admin.ch
andrea.inglin@eda.admin.ch
selina.haeny@eda.admin.ch
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